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ABSTRACT 

 

In order to systematically evaluate credit card risk, opportunities for specific 

action and activity are used on paper. Based on the rapid development of the 

local credit card market, the current risks of the application and the issue of the 

credit card are discussed. With a credit card application using a credit card, a 

situation may arise where a customer may wish to repay the loan on time. In 

addition, the credit rating system, marketing and approval method, credit card 

overpayment, incentive orders and penalties, use management and other related 

angles are considered to solve the credit card risk problem. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Risk  credit losses due to non-payment of loans or 

other credit lines .the bank should be aware of the 

need to identify rates, monitor and control debt, and 

risks as well . Credit card also to determine if they 

have enough money to deal with these risks and that 

they are good enough. Management Effective credit 

risk management is an important component of 

pressure. Access to risk management and is essential 

for the long-term success of any financial institution. 

Analysis is a method by which one can calculate the 

creditworthiness of a business or organization. 

Many customers are their model. Credit card to 

determine the levels of potential customers and those 

at risk.Debt that has been growing rapidly in recent 

years. Due to business interest and high profitability, 

credit card services have become a point business and 

have become one of the most important sources of 

banking profit. 

In credit card testing there are 3 algorithm used 

namely 

 

1. Declaration Category ('dt') 

2. K Neighbor Separator ('knn') 

3. Random forest layout ('rf') 

 

II. LITERATURE  REVIEW 

 

The previous studies have been incorporated that 

deal with credit card default prediction using 

imbalanced data. Multiple combinations such as 

‘machine learning and credit card default prediction’ 

and ‘credit card default prediction and imbalanced 

data’ have been used to retrieve the journal papers 

and conference proceedings [04].Three databases, 

namely IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect, and 

SpringerLink, have targeted. In total, 400 articles 

were retrieved, and 150 duplicated items were 

removed [06].The title and abstract were screened to 
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identify potential articles .The full texts of 100 studies 

were assessed to find the relevancy with the 

inclusion criteria [09].The articles that were related 

to the loan prediction through images, corporate 

default prediction, and credit card threats prediction 

have excluded. In total, 30 studies were finally 

selected for data utilization purposes [03]. The 

previous review articles were also used in addition to 

these included papers to provide a comprehensive 

performance evaluation .[02] 

 

Not only is the plastic money in circulation in India 

falling, it is also underutilized. On an average, the 

annual number of transactions per credit cards stands 

at 11; it is only one in case of debit cards. "Debit cards 

have had a slow start and their growth only took off 

in the last three years. On the other hand, credit 

cards grew faster since inception, with the growth 

turning negative in the latest year, [1] There is 

security risk in using credit card. This type of risk is 

experienced around the world. For example: The 

most common type of credit card fraud stems from 

lost or stolen cards or card numbers, which can lead 

to the thief using the card or card number for 

criminal purposes over the telephone or the Internet 

(card-not present purchases)[05]. 

 “Skimming,” account number generation, hacking, 

Card Verification Value (CVV), a three-to-four digit 

number that is printed (not embossed) on the back or 

front of all Unissued credit cards [02]. A newer type 

of credit card fraud, called “phishing,” occurs when a 

victim is solicited via e-mail to visit a sham website of 

a “trusted institution” to “confirm or renew” private 

account information. [07]. 

III. METHOLOGY 

 

In this section, we explained the methodology of our 

study. Three imbalanced datasets have been 

employed to build a model for the effective 

prediction of credit default clients. After that, the 

data has been preprocessed to achieve effective 

results because real-world data leads to noisy values. 

Furthermore, to cater to the data imbalance problem, 

different resampling methods have been utilized to 

get the best results. After preprocessing, a Gradient 

Boosted Decision Tree (GBDT) model, which is an 

ensemble-based learning method, has been used for 

modeling and also compared the results with 

traditional machine learning models. At last, the 

credit default prediction model has been deployed for 

the end-users to predict the default risk earlier 

effectively. The proposed method is also explained 

in Figure 1. The following hypotheses have been 

developed to validate the significance of the proposed 

method. 

 

FIGURE 1. Proposed methodology 

First Null Hypothesis (H0 ): There is no difference in 

the performance of various machine learning 

techniques. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1 ): The improvement of 

performance by our developed model statistically 

significantly better. 

Second Null Hypothesis (H0 ): The use of imbalanced 

techniques do not improve the performance of the 

models. 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mediastore_new/IEEE/content/media/6287639/8948470/9239944/shauk2-3033784-large.gif
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Alternative Hypothesis (H1 ): The use of imbalanced 

techniques significantly improves the performance of 

the models. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper introduces SVM's novel approach to debt 

consolidation. The development of the SVM-based 

merger model according to the evaluation process, 

the artistic result revealed among the most 

commonly used types of credit risk verification, 

Addition In addition, this study also has a specific 

question for future study studies for the first time the 

performance of the integration work parameter based 

on our proposed process can be further investigated. 

It is very helpful to combine the conclusion with 

various forms of credit. 
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